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WIFI Lighting Control Console
Art-Net Compatible

Thierry Schanen & Fabien Mirault

DMX WIFI light console
Run the Show DMX® is a DMX light console designed to monitor the RTS DMX 512 box, ArtNet compatible (via an inApp purchase), developed by TNF Concept company.
A state-of-the-art and handy console!
The application enables:
Direct access to all DMX channels, even during shows,
48 channels (or faders) but a DMX universe accessible (512 DMX channels),
One-click scene recording and instant restitution,
Intuitive sequence and override modes,
Permanent and automatic backup of all settings,
Access to a library of spotlights, fixtures, and spotlights creation to expand the library
electronic patch…
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1- Initialization and connection
The application can run even if it is not connected but its purpose is
to operate the RTS DMX 512 controller or an Art-Net node.
Connect the power supply. The red indicator should light up immediately.
Shortly, the green light indicator flashes meaning the controller is
operational and is emitting DMX data. The IPad will be able to connect to the RTS-DMX router.

Power light indicator
(red) and connection
(green)

7,5 V CC Power Supplie

DMX 5 pins
Once the green light is on, connect the IPad to the router
RTSDMX_XXXXXX (the code following RTSDMX_ varies depending on
the controller) that shows in the list of WIFI access points in the Settings menu:
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Type in the Wi-Fi security key associated with the network

At first use, the choice is given to use the controller in “simple” or in
“expert” mode.

You can switch usage modes at all time via the Settings menu.
The simple mode doesn’t allow to create sequences, or override
memories, nor to hide memories in the “full screen zoom” mode.
Switching mode doesn’t impact the existing memories and settings.
You can then start your initiation in “simple” mode and switch to
“expert” mode once you manage the application. All your programs
will be operational (and reversely).
Side note: The application is available in two different versions - RTS
DMX, free version with Art-Net in-App purchase and RTS ArtNet, paying version with Art-Net mode immediately available. Both applications have the same features.
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When launched, the application will search and connect to the router.

Connection succeeded:
Connection failed:
Tap this icon to test the connection.
If synchronization fails (controller is missing, controller not powered
up…) the application will however be fully operational in order to set
parameters but it will not be possible to test the results on the spot
lights.
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2- Direct access
The Direct access is the easiest mode to use. In this mode, every
channel -- or fader -- (48 total), commands a DMX channel in “one for
one” mode. That is to say that the channel 1 commands the DMX 1
address and the channel 48 the DMX 48.
It is impossible to use more than 48 channels in this mode. Spotlights,
power units and special effects devices must be set within the 1 - 48
range.
To add more devices, read further the section regarding mode with
fixtures and the electronic patch.
Any action on a cursor is immediately transmitted to the RTS DMX
512 controller.

By default, when the application is launched, the mode selector cursor in on “Play” mode.
To monitor spotlights live, this cursor can be switch to any other position:

This mode selector will be useful to create cues (scene memories)
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The “Flash” button at the bottom of every channel transmits the 255
value to the corresponding channel as long as the button is activated.
As soon as the button is unselected, the initial value of the channel is
transmitted again.
When a channel is activated and the value transmitted is greater than
0, the blue indicator of the channel lights up and the value transmitted is displayed.
Tap the value area to manually enter a value with your keyboard.
This is useful to set some moving spotlights parameters or to duplicate spotlights parameters.
L
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r
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The “Master” fader, along with the “blackout” button, operates on
all channels simultaneously. However, the Master ‘s behavior can be
modified (cf chapter 6 regarding the electronic patch)
The “blackout” button zeroes all DMX channels. Tap again to restore
them all to their previous value.
The “clear” button allows to reset all channels while in “Recording”
mode. In “Play” mode, the “clear” button is disabled.
By default, all the values displayed above the cursors correspond to
the DMX values set (between 0 and 255). With the selector, it is possible to display those values in percentage (0DMX = 0 %, 255DMX =
100 %). This setting is saved but can be modified at all time.
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3- Memories and cues
By default, 48 memories of scenes (or cues) can be created
and used during a show. It is possible to set this number
between 10 and 160 via the “settings” menu (see chapter
7).

Recording a memory in “simple” mode
A tutorial is available at the end of this section.
To record a scene, select the “Recording” mode.
Set each channel to obtain the desired scene. Click on a button in the
“Cues” area (the “cue” indicator turns red) then click on the button
“record” (“rec”)

A window opens where you can:
Set a transition time to apply to start the scene. Leaving
the value at 0 will create a cut transition between two
scenes. Otherwise, adjust
the transition time with
the + and - buttons (0,5 s
time span) or type in the
desired value in the entry
box.
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You can attribute a color to
the memory’s button. The
first square on the left
opens the color wheel, the
second square indicates the
previous color selected.
To delete the color of a button, click and hold down on
the color button to open
the delete window.
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Tutorial
Creating a cue (tutorial)
This tutorial applies to the “simple” mode.
1. Make sure that the simple mode is indeed activated (selector “expert mode display” off) in the settings menu.

2. Make sure the RTS DMX 512 controller is on (light indicator is green).
3. Check that the “Master” is set at 100% and that the
“blackout” is off (light indicator must be blue).
4. Switch the mode selector to “Recording”
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Tutorial: creating a cue
5. Set every spotlight in order to obtain the desired scene (You will
be able to edit those settings later on).

6. Select a cue (memory) available (it shouldn’t have a light indicator
on). Once it is selected, its name is displayed in the display zone.

7. Press the “rec” button. Note:
If you press the “rec” button
before selecting a cue, a window will open and you will be
required to select one.
8. The cue settings window
opens. The memory’s name is
indicated there
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Tutorial: creating a cue
9. You can establish a transition time that will determine the time for the
scene to be 100% executed. If that time is set
at 0, the spotlights will
turn on immediately according to the settings. If
the time is set to more
than 0, the spotlights will
turn on gradually to the
desired light intensity
within the desired time.
10. Select a color for the button by clicking on the selection square on the left
to open the color wheel.

11. T
h
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Tutorial: creating a cue
12. Click on the display zone on the upper right where “cue 1” is
displayed to change the name of the memory with a name
that matches the scene.

13. This scene memory can now be used.

14. Press the “clear” button to reset all cursors back to 0 then select the “play”.

When you press the cue button “Start”, all cursors move and spotlights turn on.
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Creating a memory in “expert” mode
Select the expert mode in the “settings” menu.
To record a scene, select the “Recording” mode.
Set every channel to obtain the desired scene, click on the button in
the “Cues” area (the cue indicator becomes red) then press the “rec”
button.

A window opens where you can:
Set the transition time to start the scene. Leaving the value
at 0 will create a cut change between the scenes. Otherwise, select a transition time with the + and – buttons (0,5
s time span) or type in the
desired value in the entry
box.
Make the button invisible
in zoom mode (useful to
visualize only the first cue
in the sequences).
Make the button always
visible on the screen in
zoom mode
Select a color for the
memory’s button
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Set a transition time corresponding to the time allocated to establish the new scene. Channels will evolve depending on that
time.
If a transition time is set, the channels affected
by the gradual transition can be selected in a
subsequent window. (Channels
that are not selected will change
value instantly).
For the “override” mode, read further below.
For “static” scenes (a scene independent from the others), do not
select any following scene (see below for sequence creation).

Hiding a cue (or a memory)
The option “Hide in zoom mode” allows to remove scenes from display in the “full screen zoom” mode. This is particularly useful if you
do not wish to display the transition cues of a sequence and only display start cue on the screen

The cue 2 has been hidden, it will nonetheless be executed in the sequence.
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Creating an “override” memory
”Override” memories are memories of specific scenes that can be
played alone or as additions to another scene or sequence. This allows to add special effects (smoke, flash…) in addition to the existing
lightings.
Two types of “override” memories are possible:
“Toggle” override memory: Select only the “override mode” switch.
The button works as a switch. A tap on the button will activate the
memory, a second tap will deactivate it. It is identifiable
by the “+” located on the top left corner of the button.
“Flash” override memory: Select both “override mode”
and “flash mode” switches. The memory is active if and
only if the button is hold down. It is identifiable by a circle
located on the upper left of the button
In “Recording” mode, flash-type memories remain activated even
when releasing the button in order to modify them. The “flash” function is only active in “play” mode.
Beware, several override memories can be active simultaneously, in
addition to a “standard” memory.

A tap on the “Rec” button in this situation will trigger the recording,
into the static memory “Act 1”, of the settings of all the channels associated to “Act 1”, plus all the channels from the override memory
“Smoke”.
If this is not the desired objective, all memories but one shall be deactivated before initiating a new recording.
However, if only “override” memories are active, the recording will
not be permitted since there is no “primary” memory.
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When executing several memories simultaneously, if the same DMX
channel is operated with two different values, the greater value will
apply (HTP mode).

Always visible in zoom mode
The “on top” mode or “always visible in zoom mode” allows to force
selected memories to always be displayed in the “full screen zoom”
mode, regardless of the number of memories in use or the memory
currently executing

”On top” memories are gathered in a grey area on top of the screen.
This area is, by default, set for 7cues but will expand automatically if
needed.
The number of memories always visible is not limited but the zoom
screen will always dedicate at least the last row to traditional memories. Then, beyond 35 “on top” memories, the dedicated display zone
to those always visible memories will become scrollable, hence losing
interest.
This display mode is particularly useful to always keep at hand smoke
machines commands or specific special effects (flash, strobe effects…)
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Backup
All timings and settings are immediately saved. No action is required.
To edit one of the settings, all that is required is to record a scene
again. Transition times and colors previously selected will be suggested by default

Cues (memories) names
To rename a memory, switch to “Recording” mode, once the recording is done, tap the display zone
and a window opens:

All numbers and letters as well as . and _ characters are authorized.
(Memory 15.4 or 20_2 for example).
When several memories are simultaneously active (a static memory
and several override memories), it is the name of the static memory
that will be modified.

If there are only override memories, a window will open asking you
to select which memory to rename.
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Creating a sequence
A tutorial is available in the next pages.
A sequence is a series of cues that will be executed in order over a
time span set for each memory.
For this, when a scene has been prepared and during its recording, it is possible to link it directly with the next
memory but also to point to any other
memory already created (whether it
bears a specific name or a generic one).
A memory that is part of a sequence
displays a specific symbol.

The number of sequences, like the number of cues in a sequence, is
only limited by the total number of memories available.
A sequence can repeat itself, or point to a second sequence.
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Tutorial
Creating a sequence (tutorial)
This tutorial is designed for the expert mode
1. Make sure that the expert mode is on in the settings (“expert
display mode” on “yes”).

2. Prepare all the cues that will be part of the sequence (this can be
done while the sequence is created but it is advised to have all
the memories named before creating the sequence).
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Tutorial: creating a sequence
3. Select the first memory of the sequence by clicking its button.
The memory indicator is red, faders will update and the scene is
lit up according to the settings of this memory (transition times
are not active in recording mode).
4. Press the “rec” button. The
settings window will open in
expert mode.
5. In the “next memory” area,
press the word “none” in
order to open the memories
selector. All memories already created are displayed.

6. You can select the “next memory” or one of the already created
memories. Note that in this example, the “next memory” and the
“memory 1.1” are the same.
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Tutorial: creating a sequence
7. Once you have selected the
memories that will play
next, it is possible to set the
timing to switch to the next
memory. Note that this timing will begin after the transition time is over (in this
example, the memory will
be established after one second and the beginning of
the transition towards the
next memory will begin another second later).

8. When everything is set up,
press “next”. On the next
screen, it is possible to select the channels that will
be affected by the transition
(it is useful for set-ups using
moving spotlights so that
the transition only affects
the dimmer but not the motion or the color wheel). For
this example, do not change
anything.

9. Once all those settings are saved, the
cue button will display a sign indicating it is part of a sequence.
10. Proceed similarly to link memory 1.1
to memory 1.2. Select the durations
that fit the show.
11. If the sequence must stop after memory 1.2 is completed, do not
do anything else. In play mode, “Start”, “1.1” and “1.2” cues will
play in order, then the lights will remain in memory 1.2 set-up.
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Tutorial: creating a sequence
12. If the sequence must repeat
itself, edit the last memory
(1.2) and link it to the
“start” memory.
The sequence now comprises 3 memories (3 cues).

13. Switch to “play” mode. Click on any cue of the sequence to trigger it.

14. To simplify the screen in
“zoom” mode of the “play”
mode, it is possible to hide
the memories of a sequence
to only display the first cue
visible. Select memory 1.1
and open the settings window (“rec”). Select the
“hide in zoom mode”. Do
the same thing for memory
“1.2”.
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Zoom mode
With sequences, override memories, hidden or always visible cues,
and buttons colors, it is simple to create a group of memories and
sequences for an entire show that yet remains very simple to oversee
in zoom mode.
The show below which comprises 80 scenes, including 15 sequences
of 2 to 10 memories, fits on just one screen and can be delivered easily thanks to the color code adopted for the buttons and the hidden
transition memories.
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Playing a cue or a sequence
To play a memory or a sequence, just switch to “play” mode. The
cues zone change and only the memories that are programmed are
accessible.
The blue signal light indicates that the memory exists, the red one indicates that it is currently being restored.
E
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In zoom mode, unused and hidden memories are removed from display. The red indicator allows to quickly identify the memory that is
active.
At the bottom of the screen, the name of the show is displayed and
an indicator indicates the state of the connection with the controller.
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The arrows located on each side of the name of the show or the cue,
allow to move to the next memory or return to the previous one.

Editing a cue
A tutorial is available in the next pages.
During a show, it is possible to access, live, the settings of all spotlights even if a memory is currently playing.
As soon as a cursor is modified, the red light of the memory playing
flashes to indicate that the settings have changed.
If the new settings must definitely replace the memory, switch to
“recording” mode and press the record button. The new scene is
immediately saved in place of the one currently playing (red light).
This features is not easily usable while a sequence is currently playing
if transition times are short.
It is also wise to avoid those manipulations if the show comprises
override memories since all their content will then be saved in just
one memory (see precautions described previously).

Copying or duplicating a cue
A tutorial is available on the next page.
To duplicate a memory:
Switch to “Recording” mode;
Select the memory to duplicate by clicking on it;
Press the button corresponding to the destination memory;
Press the “rec” button.
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Tutorial
Duplicating a memory
To save time, it is convenient to duplicate a scene already created as
a starting point for inspiration. It is easily done with “Run The Show
DMX”.
1. Switch to “Recording” mode and press the button of the
memory you wish to duplicate. For instance, here, memory 1.1.

2. Select a memory that
has not been used yet
(its indicator must be
black, not red nor
blue). Here we select
memory “mem 4”.
3. Press the “rec” button to open the
settings window for this new
memory and apply the necessary
changes (time, color of the button…)
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Tutorial: duplicating a memory
4. Click on “next” then “save” and the new memory will be an exact copy of the original one.

5. The last thing to do is to name this new memory.
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Deleting a memory
Switch to “Delete” mode and click on the memory to delete. This action is immediate and irreversible.

Click and keep hold any button to open
the delete window of all the memories.

Reorganizong memories
In recording mode, holding
down on the button of a
memory enables to move it
to rearrange memories in a
different order. This method allows to insert a
memory that was forgotten, provided that it was
first created in last position
and then moved to the
right place.

Warning: rearranging can impact a sequence.
Memories in use are not renamed when moved, even when their
name comprises a number. It is up to the user to edit those names if
deemed necessary.
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Tutorial
Editing a memory
This tutorial can be followed in both expert and simple mode.
1. To edit a memory previously saved, switch back to “Recording”
mode.
2. Select the memory to edit by clicking its button to adjust the
faders.

3. Apply desired changes.
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Tutorial: Editing a memory
4. When a cursor is modified, the red light of the
button flashes, indicating a modification. The
change remains temporary for now and another click on the button of the memory will restitute the previous settings.
5. Press the “rec” button and, if all the other settings are correct
(transition
timings,
buttons’ colors, override mode…), use the
“next” button then
“save” to validate.
The memory is now
updated. The red light
is no longer flashing.
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4- Shows management
Saving a show
All settings, memories, sequences and transitions of the show in progress are systematically and automatically saved.
To ensure the saving of a show in order to use it later on, press
“new”.
If the show in progress has never been saved before, a confirmation
window will open, followed by another window to enter the name of
the show.

Once the show is saved, the application is reinitialized (channels back to 0,
memories and cues emptied and renamed).
It is not authorized to name a show
“show”.

If the current show has already been
saved before, the ”new” button becomes “new/duplicate”.
In the upcoming window, it is possible
to duplicate a show (allowing, for instance, to make a backup of the show
at work and keep on working on the settings) or to create a new
show.
Either way, the naming window is displayed.
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Renaming a show
A loaded show can be renamed provided that it is not renamed
“show”.
The name of the show is displayed in
the display zone.
By clicking on that zone, it is possible
to rename the show.

A show must contain at least one
memory in order to be renamed.

Loading a show
A show previously saved can
be retrieved with the command “Load”.
All saved shows are available
(except the one currently in
progress). Click the desired
show to select it

Deleting a show
To delete, permanently, a show
from the database, switch to
“Load” mode. Then click-anddrag towards the left of the bar
where the name of the show to
delete is displayed.
Then press the “Delete” button
that appears.
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5- Fixture library
The application contains a library of fixtures handled. This library will
be further extended with coming versions and users feedback.
It is of course possible to create your own spotlights and communicate them to us so we can add them to the library.
Using the library is not an obligation but it is a way to use more than
the 48 channels from the basic usage presented in the first pages of
this document.

Accessing the fixture library - defining a zone
To include a device from the library or to create a
new one, switch to “Recording” mode and select
a start cursor by clicking on the shaded area just
below.
The next screen will allow to configure the window by selecting a device within the library or by creating it.
The “Title” zone presents what will
be displayed below the cursors.
The “Device” area allows to select a
device from the library. If the device isn’t present or if the user
wishes to use a personal version,
this field should not be informed.
The “Color” zone allows to set the
color of the stripe below the cursors. A color is selected by default.
The “Start channel” zone corresponds to the cursor selected but can
be changed. Depending on devices and their settings, other channels
can be impacted or virtual channels will be created (read further on
fixtures).
“Number of channels” corresponds to the number of channels dedicated to the mode currently used. Report to devices’ manufacturers’
documentation to know the different modes available. When a device is selected in the library provided, this field cannot be modified.
“DMX start address” represents the DMX address used by the device
during its configuration.
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Selecting a device
A tap on the “device” field will open a series of windows in order to
select, from the library, a device based on:
1- its brand
2- its model
3- its mode of operation.

A click-and-drag to the right allows to go
back to the previous menu.
The title of the zone must be informed to
validate its creation.
A color is provided by default randomly
but another one can be selected.
Once the zone is fully completed, the
stripe below the cursors is created. A
double tap on it will open a new window
to modify it.
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If the device selected comprises a primary channel (usually a dimmer), the cursors are yellow. By deactivating the option “Activate
transitions on secondary channels”, the primary channel will be the
only one affected by a transition between two scenes: secondary
channels (usually channels of colors R, G, B, W, A…) will not undergo
a transition and will change DMX values cut whereas the primary
channel will undergo the transition over the duration set between its
DMX start value and the ending one.

A simple tap on the area corresponding to this device will scale down
the area to the main cursor. Secondary cursors will not clutter the
screen once set and use only one of the 48 faders.

It is then possible to gather all the commands useful during a show
on one single screen and to access rapidly the channels of a specific
spotlight only if a fix is necessary.
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Creating a custom ficture
If the device is not in the library or if the user wishes to use a mode
different than the ones offered, it is possible to configure this device
manually.
The start of the procedure is
similar but the field “device”
must remain blank: assign a title
to the area, select a starting
channel, indicate the number of
channels and the DMX start address of the device.
The following screen allows to
name each channel. By default,
their names consist in the number of the first channel selected,
then the next ones are identified
with the same number followed by letters A, B…

It is possible to define one primary channel (which will always be
visible on the screen, even on
small screen mode).
Finally, a selector allows to set
whether transitions will affect
secondary cursors or not (by default the choice is set on no).
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If DMX addresses used are already
controlled by other channels (it is the
case when launching the application
when by default, the 48 channels are
controlled by addresses 1 to 48 in “1
for 1” mode), it is possible to remove
unwanted affectations.
The device will now show in the library in the “custom” menu and it
can now be used in shows. It can only
be deleted if it is not already used in
a show

Editing or deleting a fixture
To edit or delete a device from the light configuration created, double tap on the area of this device in “rec” mode to open the settings
window.
Beware, changing the start channel, the number of channels, or the
DMX start address may impact
other devices. Carefully review
the warnings and think twice before confirming any modification.
Deleting doesn’t induce lowering
channels or DMX address values;
the zone will remain blank and
can be filled in with another device using, at most, the same
number of channels and/or DMX
addresses.
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Expanding the library
If you wish to add to the library the fixture you just created for an
upcoming update, make sure all fields are properly filled in with the
references of the device (brand and model).
Then go to the “settings” menu and press “Submit a spotlight”. As
soon as the IPad is connected to internet, an email will be automatically sent to us. This email does not include any personal information.
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6- Electronic patch
Run The Show DMX possède une fonction de patch électronique très
simple à mettre en œuvre et cependant très évoluée.
While in “Recording” mode, access this feature with the
“patch” icon.
By default, the patch is in “1 for
1” mode. This means channel 1
is linked to DMX 1, channel 2 to
DMX 2, and so on until channel
48 and DMX 48.
The button “Patch: empty” allows to empty entirely the patch
table (without deleting devices,
but those won’t be addressed
any more). The button “Patch:
default (1:1)” resets the table to
its initial “1 for 1” mode.
The button “−” allows to delete
a DMX address affected to a
channel and the “+” button allows to add one or more DMX
addresses to a channel. It is indeed possible for a same channel to control several DMX addresses or for a same DMX address to be controlled by several
channels.

The “+” key on the window that
opens allows to select, at once, a
series of channels
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When zones have been assigned to a device (when
using the library of devices
for instance), the border
on the left of the table
matches the color of those
areas, the cursors bear the
names used and a specific
symbol identify the primary channel.

Grand master patch
By default, the “Master” fader operates on all the DMX channels.
However, in many cases, this option is not satisfying.
In the event of setups combining, traditional spotlights with dimmers, and moving spotlights, the master should modulate the light
intensity (act on both the face and the dimmer channels of moving
spotlights), but should not alter TILT or PAN settings.
The series of selectors located on the right of the
window allow to select
which channels are affected by the master.
Press the “Master: none”
button to uncheck all the
channels.
Press the “Master: all”
button to select all the
channels
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7- Settings
The settings menu let you access some additional features as well as
the application settings. Note that the window is bigger than the
screen in height.

The button “Art-Net mode purchase” triggers an in-app purchase to
monitor an Art-Net node in place of the RTS DMX 521 controller.
The button “Submit your spotlights” will send to us (TNF Concept)
the spotlights you have created. Only the informations regarding the
name of the device, the number of channels, names of the channels
and other information related to the spotlights will be submitted
through an email address dedicated to the application. TNF Concept
company does not collect any other piece of information.

The selector “Send last packet during synchronization” allows to
make the application reset all DMX channels at 0 or transmit the last
frame submitted during a reconnection of the application to a conPage 42

troller (following the shutdown of the IPad for instance). As a reminder, the RTS DMX 512 controller constantly transmits the last
frame it has in memory. Select this mode to ensure the stage won’t
be plunged into the dark, not even for one second, during a reconnection

Select the display mode for creating memories.

Select the number of cues between 10 and 160.

This parameter is only for the maintenance in case of problems of
timing. Modify it only with precaution.

The “Service backup” menu allows you to save all the shows and
patch in order to send them to other users, archive them, or restore
a previous version. Two options are available: local backup within the
application, or use of Dropbox service.
If using Dropbox, you need
to link the application to
your Dropbox account to
ensure a complete backup
of the shows created. You
can restore a backup with
the “load” button.
Use the “link” button to
connect the application to
Dropbox.
Use the “unlink” button to
logout from Dropbox.
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Press “backup” to make a backup of all data.
In the case of a Dropbox backup,
the application will let you select
the directory of saving.
For a local backup, the data will
be saved in the application dedicated folder on the IPad (it is impossible to modify the directory
and all data will be lost if the application is uninstalled from the
IPad).
Zip files are named, by default, with the date and the time of their
creation.
data_rts_dmx_20170202_163851.zip
20170202 = 02/02/2015 (February 2, 2017)
163851 = 16:38:51 (16 hours, 38 minutes et 51 seconds)

But it is possible to rename the file if desired, and after the backup is
done:

To “load” (data recovery), use the
red button. Beware, the recovery
will overwrite everything that was
saved in the application with what
is in the archive.

To delete a file, click and hold on its icon until a window opens. Confirm. Beware, this
feature can only be used with in-app savings.
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8- Art-Net
Run the Show DMX application can also command Art-Net nodes. It
consists in an In-App purchase or a commercial application on the
App Store.
If the feature is purchased, the settings screen becomes:

The “Protocol” area is added in order to select between a RTS DMX
512 controller or an Art-Net node.
Select “Art-Net” to access the “add” and “discover” commands
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The “discover” button triggers
an ArtPoll request and awaits an
answer from all Art-Net nodes
available. Once the answer is received the list of accessible universes that operate the DMX
512 is displayed.
Select the Art-Net node and the
desired universe with a tap on
the related area
It is possible for the application
to transmit in broadcast mode (to all the addresses of the network)
or only to the IP address of the
node selected
Press “select” to select the node
and the universe the application
will run with.
The protocol area now indicates
the settings for the Art-Net node
and the universe selected.

The application can be used in the same manner as the RTS DMX 512
controller.
The connection test displays information related to the node
and the universe selected.
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Operating Art-Net software
The Art-Net mode of the application also allows to operate softwares
that accept ArtNet protocol entries (Wysiwyg, Resolume Arena…)
1- Set the software’s
ArtNet mode by entering a clearly identifiable name for the
ArtNet node and by
selecting the universe (Subnet).
2- Click “add”.

3- Inform the window that opens by indicating the name of the
node and the Subnet selected.

4- The node is normally connected and the button “add” now reads
“modify” allowing to change the universe if necessary.
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9- RTS DMX Control
“RTS DMX Control” application is a DMX remote control available for
IPhone and IPod.
In association with the “RTS DMX 512” controller, the settings for the
upper spotlights on a boom lift can be done with only one hand! Beware: The remote does not work with Art-Net mode.
Connect the IPhone or IPod to the RTSDMX network with the WEP
key provided with the controller.
Once the device is connected to the router, launch the application
that will synchronize automatically with the controller.

Once the connection is established, the remote control allows to
transmit 0, 50%, 100% values to the DMX addresses selected on the
touchpad:
Add a range of
addresses (1 to 12
for instance).
Previous DMX address
(current address is
reset to 0).

Synchronize with
the controller.

Next DMX address
(current address is
reset to 0).
Delete a DMX address
in a range already
selected with the +
key.
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A tap on the central circle allows to
replace the current channels with one
or several new channels.
Type a channel number between 1
and 512.
The “+” button next to the entry box
enables to operate several channels
simultaneously.

If channels have already been selected,
a message will ask you to confirm their
replacement.

Tap the “+” area to enter a continuous
range of addresses. The central circle
can be used to scroll all the channels
selected.

Tap the “−” area to delete a channel
(or several) from a range (continuous
or not)).
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10- Limitations and credits
Concept, specification, tests and documentation: Thierry Schanen
Design and Development: Fabien Mirault
Translation: Éric Blanc
Consulting: Jean-Christophe Menard, Christopher Stonina
Thanks to François Riotte for helping us in developing the RTS DMX
512 controller and the Art-Net protocols.
Website: www.tnfconcept.com
Email: contact@tnfconcept.com

Warranties and terms of use
TNF Concept certifies that all materials and softwares provided have
been tested and are free of detectable defects.
Those equipments require Ethernet and Wi-Fi connections to communicate. We advise that users have knowledge in these fields to ensure a perfect operation of the material. TNF Concept shall not be
held liable for any dysfunction related to the use of WIFI networks,
interferences, network issues…
More generally, TNF Concept shall not be held liable for any loss related to the use of the device or the application.

Intellectual property
The brands “Run the Show”, “Run the Show DMX”, “RTS DMX 512”,
“RTS DMX T10”, ”RTS DMX control”, “FX Remote”, and “TNF Concept” are property of TNF Concept company.
The design of the controller, applications, logos, concepts and softwares are exclusive property of TNF Concept company and are therefore protected under industrial and intellectual property laws in effect.
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